13. Restricts the ability 14. Leaves open
of the UK to set up
possibility for Spain
its own Human
to try and blackmail
Rights Charter,
the UK over
which would be
Gibraltar.
arbitrated by
British courts.
15. Transition period to what?
There is nothing set out and
agreed. The framework for a
future relationship is not
binding.
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The 15 MAJOR
FAILINGS of
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1. European Court of
Justice jurisdiction
over the United
Kingdom would
continue.

2. £39 Billion Brexit
‘Divorce’ Bill would
divert money away
from British
services.

3. Inability to pursue
an independent
trade policy and set
our own tariffs.

4. Level playing field
policy commits the
UK to keeping tax
levels and regulation
at similar levels to
the EU.

5. Commits the UK
to fund a potential
Eurozone Crisis
through the Civil
Protection
Mechanism.

6. EU keeps control
over our financial
contributions to EU
projects. UK budget
is placed in the
hands of a foreign
power.

7. No legal guarantee 8. Preferential
of securing British
treatment is being
fishing rights for
given to migrants
British ships.
from inside the
EU.
9. Gives away
10. UK citizens
sovereignty over
personal data will
our intelligence
be shared with EU
and security policy, databases,
weakening our
potentially
cooperation our
including bank
with allies.
details.
11. Unnecessary
Irish Backstop
which would trap
the UK inside the
EU.

12. Obliges the UK
to potentially
arrest its own
citizens for
breaking EU-made
laws, including for
‘political offences’.

